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2 deputies fired over conduct
Sheriff watchdog’s first
report reveals firings over
excessive force complaints
By NICK RAHAIM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The first annual report by Sonoma County’s year-old independent
law enforcement watchdog outlines
complaints of excessive force and
misconduct by sworn deputies at the
Sheriff’s Office.
Released Monday night, the re-

port outlines 37 investigations into
complaints of deputy conduct from
Jan. 1, 2016 through July 31 this year.
Of the investigations 18 were for the
use of excessive force, two of which
led to the termination of the two deputies involved.
“My biggest takeaway is that
there’s a positive trend with the
Sheriff’s Office,” said Jerry Threet,
director of the Independent Office of
Law Enforcement Review and Outreach, who wrote the report. “On
the law enforcement side, my audits show that their deputies follow

policy and when policies are not followed they identify problems internally and address them.”
The report will be presented to the
Board of Supervisors at a September
meeting.
While the annual report outlines
the number and nature of the complaints, state law prohibits the release of peace officer records, even
in cases when wrongdoing has been
found.
Because of this, all substantive
details into investigations are confidential and can’t be released by

Threet or the Sheriff’s Office.
One of the deputies removed from
the force is likely Scott Thorne, who
faced felony assault charges for a
Sept. 24, 2016 incident in Sonoma
Valley where he fired a stun gun at
a suspect who was laying in bed and
then struck him with a baton. Citing the state law, neither Threet nor
Sheriff Rob Giordano would confirm
whether one of the two deputies
mentioned in the report was Thorne.
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TEXAS » TROPICAL STORM

Death toll climbs as
Harvey lingers in Gulf

Suspect
in fatal
crash
arrested
Man sought in bicyclist’s
hit-and-run death turns
self into authorities
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The 28-year old man sought
by authorities in a hit-and-run
crash Sunday near Guerneville
that killed UC Berkeley’s top
lawyer was arrested Tuesday in
Monte Rio.
Jonathan Ritter surrendered
about 4:30 p.m. without incident
near the amphitheater on Main
Street.
The arrest, by CHP officers
who were in the area looking
for Ritter, brought an end to a
two-day search for the man now
described by authorities as the
suspected driver responsible
for fatally striking cyclist Christopher Patti, 59, the chief campus counsel at UC Berkeley, on
Highway 116 Sunday morning.
Ritter was taken to the CHP’s
Santa Rosa office where he was
questioned by officers who
planned to take him to Sonoma
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MICHAEL CIAGLO / HOUSTON CHRONICLE

A rescuer moves Paulina Tamirano, 92, from a boat to a truck bed Tuesday as people evacuate from rising waters from Tropical Storm Harvey in
Houston. The city has imposed a curfew from midnight to 5 a.m.

Rescuers
improvise to
help stranded

30 confirmed
to have died
as rain persists
By JACK HEALY AND
RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA

By MANNY FERNANDEZ

NEW YORK TIMES

NEW YORK TIMES

HOUSTON — Five days after the pummeling began — a
time when big storms have
usually blown
INSIDE
through, the
sun has come
Trump tours
out, and evacCorpus Christi,
uees have repromises ‘team
effort’ in federal turned home
—
Tropical
relief / A2
Storm Harvey
refused to go away, battering
southeast Texas even more
on Tuesday, spreading the destruction into Louisiana and
shattering records for rainfall
and flooding.
Along 300 miles of Gulf
Coast, people poured into shelters by the thousands, straining
their capacity; as heavy rain
kept falling, some rivers were

HOUSTON — The men from
East Texas had just boarded
their boat here, when there was
a sudden jarring bump underneath.
“Fire hydrant,” explained
Cody Cullum, 33, with a weary
shrug.
The men were riding down
an urban sea off Beltway 8, in
the dark. It was long after midnight on Tuesday in this residential section on the outskirts
of Houston, and under the
surface of floodwaters the color of coffee-and-cream lay the
now invisible hallmarks of city
life — gutters, sidewalks, front
steps and mailboxes. In parts,
the waterline left a visible sliv-

DAVID J. PHILLIP / ASSOCIATED PRESS

A home is surrounded by floodwaters from Tropical Storm Harvey on
Tuesday in Houston. With its flood defenses strained, the crippled city
anxiously watched dams and levees Tuesday to see if they would hold.
still rising and floodwater in
some areas had not crested yet;
and with whole neighborhoods
flooded, others were covered in
water for the first time. Officials
cautioned that the full-fledged
rescue-and-escape phase of the
crisis, usually finished by now,
would continue, and that they
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HOW TO HELP
Red Cross: Text the word HARVEY to
90999 to make a $10 donation or visit
redcross.org or call 800-RED-CROSS.
United Way: Text the word
UWFLOOD to 41444 to donate to the
United Way Flood Relief Fund.
Salvation Army: Hurricane relief
efforts can be made at helpsalvationarmy.org or by calling 800-SAL-ARMY.

Mattis:
Panel to
study ban
Trump had ordered end
to transgender people
serving in armed forces
By HELENE COOPER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — Defense
Secretary Jim Mattis kicked
President Donald Trump’s proposed ban on transgender people serving in
the
military
down the road,
announcing
that transgender
service
members will
continue
to
be allowed to
serve pending Jim
the results of a Mattis
study.
In a statement on Tuesday
evening, Mattis said that he was
establishing a panel of experts,
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